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	2019/April Braindump2go LX0-103 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated! Following are some new LX0-103 Exam

Questions:1.|2019 Latest LX0-103 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/lx0-103.html2.|2019 Latest LX0-103 Exam Questions & Answers Instant

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1onKjxdK2sEmLB6SDMeCsEjfsxp_xq2yJ?usp=sharingNew Question 82Which

SysV init configuration file should be modified to disable the ctrl-alt-delete key combination?A.    /etc/keysB.    /proc/keysC.   

/etc/inittabD.    /proc/inittabE.    /etc/rebootAnswer: CNew Question 83During a system boot cycle, what program is executed after

the BIOS completes its tasks?A.    The bootloaderB.    The inetd programC.    The init programD.    The kernelAnswer: ANew

Question 84Which run levels should never be declared as the default run level when using SysV init? (Choose TWO correct

answers.)A.    0B.    1C.    3D.    5E.    6Answer: AENew Question 85Which of the following statements is correct when talking

about /proc/?A.    All changes to files in /proc/ are stored in /etc/proc.d/ and restored on reboot.B.    All files within /proc/ are

read-only and their contents cannot be changed.C.    All changes to files in /proc/ are immediately recognized by the kernel.D.    All

files within /proc/ are only readable by the root user.Answer: CNew Question 86What of the following statements are true regarding

/dev/ when using udev? (Choose TWO correct answers.)A.    Entries for all possible devices get created on boot even if those

devices are not connected.B.    Additional rules for udev can be created by adding them to /etc/udev/rules.d/.C.    When using udev,

it is not possible to create block or character devices in /dev/ using mknod.D.    The /dev/ directory is a filesystem of type tmpfs and

is mounted by udev during system startup.E.    The content of /dev/ is stored in /etc/udev/dev and is restored during system startup.

Answer: BDNew Question 87Which of the following information is stored within the BIOS? (Choose TWO correct answers.)A.   

Boot device orderB.    Linux kernel versionC.    TimezoneD.    Hardware configurationE.    The system's hostnameAnswer: ADNew

Question 88Which of the following commands reboots the system when using SysV init? (Choose TWO correct answers.)A.   

shutdown -r nowB.    shutdown -r "rebooting"C.    telinit 6D.    telinit 0E.    shutdown -k now "rebooting"Answer: ACNew Question

89Which of the following are init systems used within Linux systems? (Choose THREE correct answers.)A.    startdB.    systemdC.  

 UpstartD.    SysInitE.    SysV initAnswer: BCENew Question 90What information can the lspci command display about the system

hardware? (Choose THREE correct answers.)A.    Device IRQ settingsB.    PCI bus speedC.    System battery typeD.    Device

vendor identificationE.    Ethernet MAC addressAnswer: ABDNew Question 91Which of the following commands brings a system

running SysV init into a state in which it is safe to perform maintenance tasks? (Choose TWO correct answers.)A.    shutdown -R 1

nowB.    shutdown -single nowC.    init 1D.    telinit 1E.    runlevel 1Answer: CDNew Question 92What is the first program that is

usually started, at boot time, by the Linux kernel when using SysV init?A.    /lib/init.soB.    /sbin/initC.    /etc/rc.d/rcinitD.   

/proc/sys/kernel/initE.    /boot/initAnswer: B!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest LX0-103 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/lx0-103.html2.|2019 Latest LX0-103 Study Guide Video Instant Download: YouTube

Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=OUQQ0-GxRUQ
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